Protecting America’s networks from intrusion or attack requires timely, actionable, and shareable intelligence. SRC is not only experienced in the latest techniques for analyzing information, we also develop innovative tools and methods to do it more efficiently. We collect, manage, analyze, and correlate unclassified data from the Internet to provide you with the knowledge needed to support operations in cyberspace.

**ON TIME**

Often times, cyber operators receive intelligence that is too late and too broad to be useful. As a consequence, adversaries can penetrate networks before cyber analysts even learn of the threat or their tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). Timely, data-driven cyber operations enable mission assurance and help you to avoid costly incident response and recovery. SRC delivers cyber intelligence on time, when it’s needed. We do this by focusing on immediately shareable data, which we use to develop actionable intelligence for proactive computer network defense (CND).

**ACTIONABLE**

Using raw, unclassified, Internet-based information as the foundation, we build a comprehensive cyber intelligence approach by correlating this external data with your internal network information. Our cyber analysts then use incisive data mining techniques on this fused information to develop actionable intelligence on adversaries and their operations before they penetrate your network.

**SHAREABLE**

Cyber intelligence is often held at classifications too high to be shareable or useful for network defenders. We recognize the need to protect the sources and methods for deriving this information. Our approach employs alternative capabilities for gathering and analyzing unclassified data. The result is information that augments government cyber intelligence at a classification that is freely shared with all levels of government (federal, state, and local), and critical infrastructure defenders in the private sector.

SRC’s cyber intelligence approach provides timely, actionable information to cyber operators through the correlation of unclassified Internet and internal network data in a way that is shareable with all levels of government and critical infrastructure defenders.
EXPERIENCE MATTERS
SRC defends federal networks every day. We have provided computer network defense, cyber security operations, certification and accreditation, and information assurance services to multiple customers for over a decade. Our reputation for providing quality cyber intelligence and decision support services is the result of our uncompromising approach to hiring and retaining the most talented people available in the competitive cybersecurity market. Our “in-the-trenches” experience as CND operators gives us insight to the challenges our customers face. This helps to steer our development of relevant, timely, and cost effective solutions towards real world needs.